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With the SCALE-2 chipset, CONCEPT intro-

duces its next-generation technology plat-

form for scalable IGBT and power MOSFET

gate drivers introducing major advances in

dynamic performance, accuracy, functionali-

ty, flexibility and time-to-market. The design

fully employs the methodology of the SCALE

drivers that are used in large item numbers

and have been tried and tested within a

great diversity of applications. The chipset

includes several variants of secondary-side

Intelligent Gate Driver (IGD) ASICs and a

primary-side dual channel Logic-to-Driver

Interface (LDI) ASIC and was implemented

in an extended-drain double-well dual gate

oxide submicron CMOS foundry process.

This combination of state-of-the-art analog

capabilities with moderate digital feature size

yields an optimum cost-performance ratio. 

The highly integrated gate driver core imple-

ments all required functionality and allows

easy power scaling up to 20W / 20A and

beyond. The pre-driver stages are primarily

designed to assure optimum performance for

direct driving of external n-type DMOS up to

a gate charge of typically 15nC by using

separate gate resistors for independent con-

trol of turn-on and turn-off. 

For a prototype IGBT driver aimed at high-

power induction heating appliances with 20A

and 20W gate driving capability, switching

frequencies of up to 750kHz (burst), 300kHz

(continuous) and less than 50ns delay time

and 1ns jitter are achieved. 

Key features of the SCALE-2 chipset

include: 

- Integrated 5.5A / 0.8W driver core

- Separate gate current paths

- Regulated gate-emitter voltage

- DC/DC power supply circuitry

- Signal transformer interfaces

- Fiber optic interfaces

- Secondary-side fault input / output

- Flexible fault management

- Advanced active clamping

- Direct and half-bridge modes

- 3.3V to 15V logic compatible

- Fast setup and superior adaptability

Typical applications include: 

- Low jitter and drift IGBT drivers

- Switching frequencies up to 750kHz

- Parallel and series-connected IGBTs
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Smart Power Chip Tuning

Next Generation of Highly-Integrated IGBT Gate Drivers 

The SCALE-2 chipset helps designers to optimize switching performance, reliability and
scalability as well as application flexibility and time-to-market. It is specifically optimized
to fit various IGBTs and applications ranging from 150A to 3600A and 1200V to 3300V

but is also preconfigured to allow application-specific customization.

By Jan Thalheim and Heinz Rüedi, CT-Concept Technologie AG

Figure 1: Intelligent Gate Driver (IGD) micrograph and partitioning.

Figure 2: Logic to Driver Interface (LDI) micrograph and partitioning.
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Integrated Gate Driver Core

A micrograph of a prototype gate driver ASIC

is shown in Figure 1. The active die area is

about 4mm x 2mm. Very low-cost bonding

variants are used to control the specific func-

tionality of different standard products includ-

ing options for bidirectional-signal-trans-

former and fiber-optic interfaces. The ASIC

also contains a semi-custom array for addi-

tional degrees of customization. Advanced

control options may be realized through a

single programming metal mask. The semi-

custom array contains preconfigured cells

such as analog comparators, logic gates,

primitive devices and pads. 

A micrograph of a Logic-to-Driver Interface

ASIC is shown in Figure 2. The active die

area is about 4mm x 2mm. The ASIC imple-

ments a dual-channel bidirectional trans-

former interface, a scalable DC-DC convert-

er with dedicated startup sequence as well

as scalable setup and fault management. 

The IGD ASIC provides a regulated +15V

gate-emitter voltage for the turn-on and on-

state by adjusting the emitter potential at the

“Vee” pin (see Figure 3) with options to set

a custom-specific gate-emitter voltage. 

Both the turn-on and turn-off gate-driver out-

put stages use lateral n-type DMOS transis-

tors based on an extended standard CMOS

process. The limiting factors of lateral

devices are their high silicon cost per on-

resistance and the large variance of their

saturation current and on-resistance over the

process and temperature at a given gate-

source voltage. The resulting timing diver-

gences may have a severe impact on the

current distribution between parallel-connect-

ed IGBTs with separate gate drivers. The

large integrated DMOS transistors are there-

fore driven by a regulated gate-source volt-

age which tracks the process and tempera-

ture variations. This measure also permits

accurate control of the transient behavior of

IGBTs. The ASIC incorporates circuitry to

realize closed-loop control of both the rate of

rise [1] and clamping level [2] of the collec-

tor-emitter voltage of the IGBT at turn-off.

Faster response of the Active Clamping

process, reduced turn-off switching losses

and enhanced short-circuit turn-off capability

can then be achieved. 

For the turn-on output stage, a process and

temperature-compensated gate-source volt-

age is provided by combining an adaptive

charge pump circuitry with a regulated boot-

strap power supply. This enables a range of

duty factors for the output pulse from 0 to 1

and also supports the direct driving of auxil-

iary n-type driver MOSFETs for easy scaling

of gate power and current. Despite the

increased complexity, this solution consumes

no more silicon area than a simple p-MOS

output stage. 

The bidirectional transformer interface trans-

mits both command and fault signals via

short single pulses to achieve minimum

command delay. In case of a collision, the

fault signal dominates both the command

signal and dv/dt induced noise currents by

means of a longer pulse duration. The asyn-

chronous fault transfer method also allows

the special timing requirements of parallel-

connected IGBTs or multi-level converter

topologies to be managed, since any fault

condition will be available at the primary side

within one microsecond. A preferred fault-

management mode thus reports the fault

event in advance of a turn-off of the relevant

IGBTs. The delay to shutdown is adjustable

at the IGD ASIC.

Direct Mode does not allow any combina-

tional or sequential logic interaction between

the driver channels. This mode offers the

highest flexibility to the customer and is

therefore preferred for advanced microcon-

troller-assisted systems. In a second (half-

bridge) mode, the ASIC uses only one input

as a common command signal and gener-

ates two (non-inverted and inverted) outputs.

The mode and dead time are adjustable to

the needs of the particular application by a

single resistor component for groups of two

and typically up to six channels. A third

mode is preconfigured to implement interlock

or mutual exclusion upon customer request. 

On the primary side, any fault state may be

stretched by a Blocking Time. During this

time, the relevant channel is kept in the off-

state. This time is adjustable and can also

be set to zero by a single resistor compo-

nent for groups of two and typically up to six

channels.
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Figure 3: Schematics of a highly integrated SCALE-2 dual-channel IGBT driver core.

Figure 4: Dual-channel IGBT driver cores with external n-type DMOS driver stages for 
20A / 4W gate capability (left), and a fully integrated version for 5.5A / 0.8W gate capability
(right).



Applications

CONCEPT’s proprietary SCALE-2 chipset

serves as a core platform for implementing

the next generation of IGBT driver series.

Figure 4 (left) shows a dual-channel gate

driver core with 20A, 4W, +15V / -10V driv-

ing capability achieved by using external n-

type DMOS for both the gate drive and 

DC-DC converter output stages: it has bidi-

rectional signal transformer interfaces and

offers an adjustable operation mode, dead

time and blocking time, advanced Active

Clamping and a secondary-side fault input. 

Figure 4 (right) shows a similar dual-chan-

nel gate driver core with 5.5A, 0.8W driving

capability with fully integrated gate drive and

DC-DC converter output stages. One-side

assembly is required only. The typical delay

time is 88ns. Compactness, easy scaling up

to seven channels and low cost make these

drivers an optimized solution for driving

IGBTs up to 1700V and 225A. Typical appli-

cations include half-bridge control of 

1700V / 100A IGBTs at switching frequen-

cies up to 25 kHz and 600V / 50A IGBTs at

switching frequencies up to 75kHz.

Figure 5 shows a Plug-and-Play IGBT driver

for IGBT modules up to 3300V with an

advanced Active Clamping function. The

driver achieves a gate capability of 40A, 6W

by using external n-type DMOS for both the

gate drive and DC-DC converter output

stages. The overall component count is

reduced by more than 60% compared to the

previous chipset [3]. One-side assembly is

required only.
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Figure 5: Plug-and-Play SCALE-2 IGBT driver for IGBT modules up to 3300V. 
Schematics (top) and implementation (bottom) for a 1700V / 3600A module.
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